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architectural lighting solutions

imagine 9 series is linear CCT changable led strip where 
you expirence warm to cool white light thus providing more 
enhanced led strips feel in your large space with excellent 
efficiency for LEED and othe energy conscious applications. 
they are tailor-designed for cove and other discrete 
applications where the light source/fixtures are typically 
completely hidden and only the light produced is visible. 
the series contains long high-density led strips suitable 
for large-scale projects and/or aesthetic scenes where 
maximum levels of light are desired or required. 

imagine 9 product can be IP20 (indoor) or IP65 (outdoor) 
depending on specification. The can be utilized 
independently or in conjunction with profiles or other 
Lighting Objects luminaires to satisfy demanding suitability 
requirements for high-end applications such as offices: 
museums, galleries, atriums, retail, and theaters, as well 
as spacious public buildings such as schools, hospitals, 
governmental agencies, etc. as with all Lighting Objects 
products, our dedicated agents and in-house staff are 
well-trained & capable of assisting specifiers in achieving 
their desired design intent.

lightingobjects.com

cct changable LED strips 
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dimensions of various LED modules can be found on page 2.
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understand your ordering code

IMG901-B43-24V-0.39-IP20 5.85 521 16.4 14 0.56 (14.28) 0.39 (10)

model  watt  lumen  cri  cct  tap length cut length leds  leds distance width
feetper feet per feet inches (mm) cut inch (mm) inch (mm)

>80
>90

IMG901-B43-24V-0.39 -IP20
product

Please replace the IP20 with IP65 and IP67 for alternate ingress protection

*for greater ingress protection replace IP20 with IP65 and IP67.

leds/ft voltage width rating

recommended options

name   model  remark 

profile  ACC-LLOSXXXX housing for LED strips based on width 

power supply ACC-LLORS-XXX-24 constant voltage 24V, Not 
  waterproof, Non-dimming

controller  ACC-CLOR2-GBA 12-48V white light dimming controller 

remote Control ACC-CLOK2-GBA white light magic color dimming remote
  control, used with controller

architectural lighting solutions

IMG902-A86-24V-0.31-IP20 5.03 480

0.98 (25)

IMG903-B52-24V-0.39-IP20 5796.49

IMG904-A69-24V-0.39-IP20 2.99 191

IMG905-B52-24V-0.39-IP20 4.39 351

27K-60K 16.4 0.66 (16.67) 14 0.28 (7.14) 0.31 (8)

16.4 0.39 (10) 14 0.47 (11.9) 0.39 (10)

16.4 2.19 (55.5) 14 0.35 (8.92) 0.39 (10)

16.4 1.31 (33.3) 14 0.47 (11.9) 0.39 (10)

>90

>80
>90

23K-30K 

19K-60K 

>90


